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AN INDUCTION THEOREM FOR 
UNITS OFp-ADIC GROUP RINGS 

A. K. BHANDARI AND S. K. SEHGAL 

ABSTRACT. Let G be a finite group and let C be the family of cyclic 
subgroups of G. We show that the normal subgroup H of U = U(TpG) 
generated by U(ZpC), C G C, where Zp is the ring of p-adic integers, is of 
finite index in U. 

1. Introduction. Let U(RG) be the group of units of the group ring RG of a finite 
group G over a commutative ring R. Recently Kleinert [3] has shown that, with a few 
restrictions on G, the normal subgroup of U(ZG) generated by the units of the integral 
group rings of cyclic subgroups of G is of finite index in U(ZG) (see also [7]). In this 
note we show that the corresponding result is true for the group rings of finite groups 
over Zp, the ring of p-adic integers, without any restriction on G. We prove 

THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a finite group and let C be the family of cyclic subgroups 
of G. Then the normal subgroup HofU— U(ZpG) generated by U(ZpC), C € C is of 
finite index in U. 

The proof is based on the /?-adic version of a theorem of Bass due to Lam, a theorem 
of Borel and some arguments of Kleinert. 

There is no counterexample known to the global version of the theorem. 

2. Notations and Preliminaries. Let Q^ and Zp denote respectively the field and 
ring of/7-adic integers. Let A be a fixed maximal order of QPG containing ZPG. From 
the semi-simplicity of QPG and [5, Corollary 17.4] it follows that 

where o,- is the maximal Z^-order in a division Q^ -algebra 2>; for which QPG œ 
11/= i M„.(©/). We put A,- = Mn.(Oi). Let Kt be the centre of 2} and let Rt be the inte
gers of K(. Then /?/ is the centre of A/. Let A* be the group of units of A and let 7 be its 
group of central units. We have 

A* » A* x A2 x • • • x A* 

7 « 7i x 72 x • • • x lt 
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where 7/ is the centre of A* = GLrt/(0|) which is the group of units of Mn/(o/)- We denote 

by SLni(Oi) the subgroup of GL„((o;) consisting of all elements having reduced norm 1. 

Finally, let 7T; be the projection of QPG onto Mni((Dj). 

We shall need a theorem of Borel which adapted to our situation reads as 

THEOREM 2.1 [6, P. 523]. Let (D be a finite dimensional division algebra over a 

field F which is a finite extension of the p-adic field Qp. Then any non-central normal 

subgroup of an open (in the topology induced from the field) subgroup ofSLn((D), n>2, 

is open. 

For a non-commutative finite dimensional division algebra (D over a p-adic field F 

of characteristic zero, the group SL\(*D) is not almost simple. However, the Lie algebra 

associated to SL\((D) is 

ë l ( © ) = {xe <D\ red. tr(x) = 0 } , 

which is simple. Also, for fields of characteristic zero, the kernel of the Ad map is equal 

to the centre of SL\((D) ([1, p. 133]). Thus the proof of Borel's theorem, as given in [6], 

can be applied to SL\(fD) to yield 

THEOREM 2.2. Let T)bea non-commutative finite dimensional division algebra over 

afield F which is a finite extension of the p-adic field Qp. Then every non-central normal 

subgroup of an open subgroup ofSL\(CD) is open. 

If o is the maximal order in (D, then the group SLn(o) = GLn(o)P\ SLn((D), n> 1, is 

a compact open subgroup of SLn((D). Hence every open subgroup of SLn(o) is of finite 

index and from Theorem 2.1 and 2.2 we deduce 

COROLLARY 2.3. Let (Dbe as in Theorem 2.1 (for n>2) and as in Theorem 2.2 (for 

n = 1 ) . Then every non-central normal subgroup of an open subgroup ofSLn(o), n > 1, 

is of finite index. 

As the reduced norm embeds GLnJSLni(0i)li into R*/ R* ' where l[ = n,-[A : Kt] 

and since R*/ R*li is finite [2, Section 15.5], it follows that (GLn.(o,-) : 7/5Ln.(o,-)) < oo. 

Thus (A* : 7 n ! = , 5 L , ( o ( ) ) < oo. 

We also have 

LEMMA 2.4 [4, SECTION 4.2]. The images ofU(ZpC), C e C, under the natural map 

j : U(ZpG) —> K\{~LpG) generate a subgroup of finite exponent. 

Now, let u G C — C {U(XpG)\ the centre of U. By Lemma 2.4 there is a power uk 

and a n / i G / / such that y ( t / ) = j(h) or ukh~~x e kery. Hence 

iukhrx \ 
1 I 

\ 1 / 
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is a commutator in GLn(ZpG) and it follows that nr{jïi(ukh~1)) = 1 for all /. Since 
by [2, Section 15.5] Ç/C* is finite, it follows that a subgroup 0/ = £* Ç £ of finite 
index is contained in / / • n{=i 5Ln.(0|). Also, since £ centralizes G, it is contained in 7 
and (7 : Ç) < oo. Thus, we have the following diagram (where a n / indicates that the 
appropriate piece is of finite index). 

A* 

/ 

jiri=lsLni(Oi) ^H-YÏ^SLnXOi) 

1^^(17)H SLni(od) 

f\ 

Since (Yïi=lSLni(Oi) : H H n |= 1 SLn/(o/)) < oo => ( # • I l U ^ / t o ) : # ) < oo, 
therefore, we have 

LEMMA 2.5. To show (U : H) < oo, it suffices to show that (n|= 1 SL„.(o/) : H D 

rg = 1 SMo«) )< oo. 

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1. We shall need the following 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let N be a normal subgroup of finite index in SLni(0t), nt > 1. 
Then {SLni{ot) : [N,N]) < oo and hence (SLn.(0i) : [SLni(0i),N]) < oo. 

contains the non-diagonal matrix with q = (SLni(Oi) : N). Since 

PROOF. We first consider the case when m > 2. Clearly [Â , N] is non-central as it 

[(1 ï M f ?)] 
[A ,̂A^ is normal in 5LWl.(o,-), Corollary 2.3 yields the result. 

We now consider the case when nt — 1. We may clearly assume that 2)/ is not com
mutative. We use the results of [6] in this case. 

If tt = VDi : Kil then C(5Li(©/)) is the group of tt
th roots of 1 lying in Kt ([6, 

Theorem 7 (ii)]). Since Af is of finite index, by [6, Theorem 7(ii), Theorems 15 and 20] 
it is not central and contains Hs for some s, where Hs — {x G SL\(oï)\x = l(modp/)} 
with pi being the maximal ideal of o,-. Since HHr — {1} ([6, p. 521]), by choosing s 
large enough we may assume that Hs does not contain any root of unity except 1 and 
that p- is non-central. Thus the centrality of [N,N] will imply that Hs is abelian, which 
is impossible as [1 + Jtp/, 1 + p-] ^ 1 if x € 0/ does not commute with p?. The proof is 
now complete in view of Corollary 2.3. 

The following proposition allows us to reduce the question to the simple components 
of QPG. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. If Hi = 7r,-(//) Pi SLni(Oi) is of finite index in SLni(Oi)for all i, then 
HH (nj=i SLn.(Qi)) is of finite index in n j = 1 SLni(0(). 

PROOF. Let V = UH U\= i 5Ln.(o,-) where £/ = £/(Zj,G). We have HH Tl\=x SLni(ot)< 
V < n-=i 5L„.(o,-) and ( n U SLni(ot) : v) < oo. Let V = fl V. Then V is a 

normal subgroup of finite index in n j = 1 SLn.(oï). We put 

V=0[\/,5Lni(oO] 

and note that [V,SLni(Oi)] = [7r/(V),5Ln(.(0/)] C Vfl SLn.(o,-) and V = 0/^(7) . 
We shall prove that 
(i) (UUiSLni(Oi): V)< œand 

(ii) (V : A ) < oo where A = t>H if. 
In order to prove (i), it is enough to prove that (SLni(Oj) : 7r?(V) < oo) for all /. Now, 

ni(V) is a normal subgroup of finite index in SLni(Oi); therefore, by Proposition 3.1, 

(SLnXoI-):[7rI-(V),SLni.(ol-)])<oo. 

To prove (ii), we observe that A contains 0/[A, 7T/(V)]. Therefore, it suffices to prove 

that (iTi(V) : [A, 7T/(V)]) < oo for all i. Writing At = 7T/(A) we have to show that (71-/(V) : 

[AI-,TTI-(V)])< oo. 

Since, due to (i), (//Pi n |= 1 5Ln.(o,-) : A) < oo, we get that U(Hn n j = 1 5L„.(o,-)) : 

A A < oo and it follows that (7T/(V) Pi //,- : A/) < oo (as 7r,(V) D Ht C 7T/(// H 

n[=1 5L„.(0|)). Also, because of the hypothesis, (?r/(V)//, : ///) = (TT/CV) : 7r/(V)rï//,-) < 
oo. Hence we get that (^/(V) : A*) < oo. Considering 

7r;(V) DA,O[A^-0>)] 

and factoring by [A/, 7r(V)], we apply a theorem of Schur ([8, p. 39]) to conclude that 
([7r/(0), 7T/(V)] : [A/, 7r£-(V)]) < oo. Moreover, by Proposition 3.1, we know that (n^V) : 
[7r;(V),7i7(V)]) < oo. Hence (TT;(V) : [A/,7r,-(V)]) < oo, as desired. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. In view of Lemma 2.5 and the above proposition, we need 
only to prove that (SLni(Oi) : Ht) < oo for all /. In case nt = 1 and the Wedderburn 
component (D( is a field, then SL\(Œ)i) — { 1}. Thus to show (5LWi.(o,-) : Hi) < oo we 
may suppose that either nt > 2 or the corresponding Wedderburn component is a non-
commutative division ring (Dt. 

Hi = 7Ti(H) PI SLni(Oi) is a normal subgroup of 7T/(L0 n SLm(Oi). We claim that //,- is 
non-central. Now, 717(G) Pi 5Ln.(0/) C /// and the group «r(7T/(G)) being a finite subgroup 
of K* is cyclic. Thus, if Ht is central then 7T/(G)/ 717(G) Pi SLni(Oi) œ wr(7r,-(G)) would 
imply that 717(G) is abelian which is not possible (as 717(G) spans Mn.(2)/) over AT/). 

Next, we observe that 7r(L0 Pi 5Ln.(0|) is open in SLni(oï). To see this, let 

y = {xG Q G | AJCÇ Z^G} 
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be the (right) conductor of TPG in A. Thus / is a 2-sided A-ideal contained in ZPG and 
J splits into the direct sum J = 07, ([5, p. 380]). Since 7r,-(l0 n SLni(0i) contains the 
subgroup { u G SLni(ot) \ u = 1 (mod / ; ) } , it is open. Hence, by Corollary 2.3, we get 
that (SLn.(0i) : Ht) < oo. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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